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Modus Executive. 28 range

Smart yet casual.
In positions of responsibility, office and 
 conference chairs are the last things you 
cut back on. Which is why the Modus 
 Executive range is all about quality not 
quantity. It combines the exceptional com-
fort and stylish appearance of Modus with 
exclusive and prestigious features: seat and 
backrest are covered in flat cushions with 
extremely supple leather. With carefully 
stitched seams, they emphasise the slender 
shape and also lend the furniture a high-
quality informal appeal. Whether as office, 
conference or cantilever chair, Modus 
 Executive stands for a contemporary and 
dynamic management style. Despite all 
the variety offered in terms of function, 
features and style - all Modus models 
have one thing in common: their superb 
look and first-class ergonomics.

Modus Executive
Design: Klaus Franck, Werner Sauer and 
wiege, Fritz Frenkler, Justus Kolberg

Model 284 / 81  
Seat and backrest with leather-covered 
flat cushions, polyamide armrests with 
 embossed leather covering, bright 
 chrome-plated aluminium frame
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Gravitas for decision makers – these Modus Executive swivel chairs are an excellent choice for formal meetings 
that require discretion. Aesthetic appeal is combined with quality and comfort. To match traditional yet  modern 
 surroundings: the barrel-shaped table system from the Logon range ( design: Andreas Störiko).

The executive chair from the  Modus Executive line conveys 
a  modern interpretation of management. It offers a casual 
 appearance, extreme  ergonomic comfort and a fusion of 
 industrial design, quality materials and superb craftsmanship.
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Standards and certificates. For up-to-date environmental information, please visit the Wilkhahn website.
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Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com/modus

D-133-00055

Sophisticatedly curved armrests that are pleasant to look at and touch: The outside is fully upholstered with a finely crafted leather covering. 
The seat bearer blends perfectly by repeating the distinctive design of the backrest which is open towards the top.

Modus Executive

In this range, designed for top-level demands on prestige, quality of features and comfort, the seat and backrest are upholstered with understated 
flat cushions made of fine leather. On the cantilever models, the upper edge of the backrest is straight. The complex crafting of the hand-sewn 
 covers is not just pleasing to the eye and a sign of quality: as in all Modus models, the seat and backrest can easily be re-covered. This guarantees 
the chair has a virtually endless useful life and is very good value.


